
Computational Ef�ient Algorithms for Operational SpaeFormulation of Branhing Arms on a Spae RobotSatoko Abiko and Gerd HirzingerInstitute of Robotis and MehatronisGerman Aerospae Center (DLR)82334, Weßling, Germanysatoko.abiko�dlr.deAbstrat�This paper presents ef�ient omputational algo-rithms of operational spae dynamis for free-�ying and forfree-�oating spae robots. Due to the lak of the �xed base,the operational spae formulation of the spae robot is moreomplex than the �xed base robot system. By paying attentionto this unique harateristi, however, the novel algorithm ofthe operational spae dynamis for a single-serial-arm spaerobot is derived. Furthermore, by using the onept of theartiulated-body system, reursive omputation algorithms ofthe operational spae formulation for a branhing-arms on thespae robot is developed. The realisti dynami simulations areillustrated to verify the omputational ef�ieny.I. INTRODUCTIONThe on-orbit serviing spae robots are one of the hal-lenging �elds in the robotis and spae tehnology. Maintask of the on-orbit spae robots would be the traking, thegrasping and the positioning of a target. To ahieve thesetasks, the operational spae ontrol is required and it isonvenient to use operational spae formulation diretly.The operational spae formulation is an approah fordynami modeling and ontrol of a omplex branhingredundant mehanism at its tasks or operational ontrolpoints. Khatib proposed the formulation for ground basedrobot systems in [1℄, [2℄. Chang and Khatib introduedthe ef�ient algorithms for this formulation, espeially foroperational spae inertia matrix in [3℄, [4℄.In the spae robot, the operational spae formulation ismore omplex due to the lak of the �xed base. By virtueof no �xed base, however, the spae robot is invertible inits modeling. By making use of this unique harateristi,this paper �rstly proposes an ef�ient algorithm for theoperational spae dynamis of a single-serial-arm spaerobot system. Then, by using the onept of the artiulated-body algorithm [5℄, reursive omputations of the opera-tional spae formulation for a branhing-arms spae robotare proposed. The numerial simulations with a two-armsspae robot shown in Fig. 1 are illustrated.The paper is organized as follows. Setion II desribes ba-si dynami equations for free-�ying and free-�oating spaerobots. Setion III derives the operational spae formulationfor the free-�ying and the free-�oating spae robots. SetionIV introdues a spatial notation and quantities to modelomplex robot kinematis and dynamis, whih are utilizedfor the derivation of the proposed algorithms. Ef�ientreursive algorithms for the generalized Jaobian matrix [6℄

Fig. 1: Chaser-robot and target senarioare presented in setion V. In Setion VI, omputationalef�ient algorithms for the operational spae formulation areproposed. The simulation results are illustrated in SetionVII. The onlusions are summarized in Setion VIII.II. BASIC EQUATIONSThis setion presents basi dynami equations for thespae robot. The main symbols used in this setion arede�ned in table I.A. Linear and Angular Momentum EquationsThe motion of the spae robot is generally governed bythe momentum equations where _xb = (vTb ;!Tb )T 2 R6�1,and the motion rate of the joints, _� 2 Rn�1 are onsideredas the generalized oordinates :L0 =Hb _xb +Hbm _� ; (1)where L0 2 R6�1 represents the total linear and angularmomentum around the base oordinate frame. In the abseneof the external fores, the total momentum is onserved andthe motion of the base an be determined by :_xb = J�b _�+H�1b L0 ; (2)where J�b = �H�1b Hbm 2 R6�n (3)



TABLE I: main notaitons_xb 2 R6�1 : linear and angular veloity of thebase._� 2 Rn�1 : linear and angular veloity of thearms._xe 2 R6p�1 : linear and angular veloity of theend-effetors.Hb 2 R6�6 : inertia matrix of the base.Hm 2 Rn�n : inertia matrix of the arms.Hbm 2 R6�n : oupling inertia matrix between thebase and the arms.b 2 R6�1 : non-linear veloity dependent termof the base.m 2 Rn�1 : non-linear veloity dependent termof the arms.Fb 2 R6�1 : fore and moment exerted on thebase.Fe 2 R6p�1 : fore and moment exerted on theend-effetors.� 2 Rn�1 : torque on the joints.J b 2 R6�6 : Jaobian matrix for the base.Jm 2 R6�n : Jaobian matrix for the arms.J�b 2 R6�6 : Generalized Jaobian matrix for thebase related to the i-th end-effetor.J�m 2 R6�n : Generalized Jaobian matrix for thearms related to the i-th end-effetor.represents the generalized Jaobian matrix for the base-satellite [7℄. By introduing the kinemati relationship forthe end-effetor, _xe = Jb _xb + Jm _�, eq. (1) provides theveloity of the end-effetor expressed as :_xe = J�m _�+ JbH�1b L0 ; (4)where J�m = Jm � J bH�1b Hbm 2 R6�n (5)is alled the generalized Jaobian matrix for a end-effetor ora operational point [6℄. The above two generalized Jaobianmatries, (3) and (5), are for the ase of single serial arm onthe base. Those matries are simply extended to the multi-arm ase. In setion V, we derive reursive alulations forthose two matries.B. Equations of MotionThe general dynami equations for the spae robot aredesribed by the following expression [6℄:� Hb HbmHTbm Hm � � �xb�� �+ � bm �= � Fb� � + � JTbJTm �Fe: (6)In the ase that Fb is generated atively (e.g. jet thrusters orreation wheels et.), the system is alled a free-�ying robot.If no ative atuators are applied on the base, the system istermed a free-�oating robot.

C. Redued Form for a Free-Floating Spae RobotThe dynami equations for the free-�oating spae robotan be furthermore redued a form expressed with only jointaeleration, ��, by eliminating the base-satellite aelera-tion, �xb, from eq. (6):H�m ��+ �m = � + J�Tb Fb + J�Tm Fe (7)whereH�m =Hm�HTbmH�1b Hbm 2 Rn�n ; �m = m�HTbmH�1b b 2 Rn�1 denote generalized inertia matrix andgeneralized non-linear veloity dependent term, respetively.III. OPERATIONAL SPACE FORMULATIONThe operational spae formulation is onvenient to modeland to ontrol the system in the operational spae, whihassoiates with the dynamis projeted from the joint spaedynamis into the operational spae and its assoiated nullspae. In the spae robots, two formulations are possible.One is for the free-�ying spae robot and the other is forthe free-�oating spae robot. In this setion, the generalequations of motion for n-link with p operational points aredisussed.A. A Free-Flying Spae RobotThe operational spae formulation of the free-�ying spaerobot an be desribed in the following form :�e�xe + �e = Fe ; (8)where � Fb� � = JTe Fe :Fe denotes a 6p� 1 vetor onsisting of the 6� 1 fore ofeah of p end-effetor. Je denotes 6p � n Jaobian matrixof Jaobian matrix of eah end-effetor as :Fe = 264 Fe1...Fep 375 and Je = 264 J b1; Jm1... ...J bp ; Jmp 375 :The operational spae matrix for the free-�ying spae robot,�e, is an 6p � 6p symmetri positive de�nite matrix. Itsinverse matrix an be expressed as :��1e = JeH�1JTe ; H = � Hb HbmHTbm Hm � : (9)The operational spae entrifugal and Coriolis fores, �e, isexpressed as :�e = JT+e � bm �� �e ddtJe � _xb_� � : (10)B. A Free-Floating Spae RobotIn the free-�oating spae robot, the system an be de-sribed as the redued form in the joint spae by usingeq. (7). Its operational spae formulation is derived as :�e�xe + �e� = �e��1J�T+m � + Fe ; (11)where ��1e = ��1 +��1b 2 R6p�6p ;��1 = J�mH��1m J�Tm ; ��1b = J bH�1b JTb :



The matrix, (��1+��1b ), orresponds to the inertia matrixdesribed in eq. (9). The vetor, �, expresses the Coriolisand entrifugal fores in operational spae in the reduedform :� = ��1�m � _J�m _�� ddt (��1b ) � PL � 2 R6p�1:Comparing with eq. (8), the relationship �e� = �e isobtained.Note that eah dynami equation desribed in this setionis expressed in the inertial frame. In Setion VI, we proposethe ef�ient algorithms for the operational spae formulationrepresented here.IV. SPATIAL NOTATION AND QUANTITIESThe Spatial Notation is well-known and intuitive no-tation to model kinematis and dynamis of artiulatedrobot systems, introdued by Featherstone [3℄, [5℄. In thissetion, the basi spatial notation and quantities are oniselyreviewed whih are used in the derivation of the ef�ientomputational algorithms in the following setions.A. Spatial NotationIn the spatial notation, linear and angular omponents aredealt with in a uni�ed framework and results in a oniseform ( e.g. 6�1 vetor or 6�6 matrix ). In this expression,a spatial veloity, vi, and a spatial fore, f i, of link i arede�ned as :vi = � vi!i � and f i = � FiTi � ;where vi, !i, Fi and Ti denote the 3�1 linear and angularveloity, the fore and moment in terms of link i in framei, respetively.The simple joint model, Si 2 R6�1, for prismati androtational joint is de�ned, suh that 1 is assigned along theprismati or rotational axis : e.g.Si = [ 0 0 1 0 0 0 ℄T and Si = [ 0 0 0 0 0 1 ℄T :More omplex multi-degrees-of-freedom joint is introduedin [5℄, [8℄.The spatial inertia matrix of link i in frame i, Ii , is asymmetri positive de�nite matrix as:Ii = � miE3 00 Ii � 2 R6�6 ;where mi is the mass of link i, and Ii 2 R3�3 is the inertiamatrix around the enter of mass of the link i in frame i.E3 is the 3� 3 identity matrix.The 6� 6 spatial transformation matrix, hiX, transformsa spatial quantity from frame i to frame h as :hiX = � hiR 0fhrihiR hiR � 2 R6�6: (12)where hiR 2 R3�3 is a rotation matrix and hri 2 R3�1 is aposition vetor from the origin of frame h to that of framei expressed in frame h. ff�g denotes the skew-symmetrimatrix ( see. Fig. 2). Unlike the onventional 3�3 rotationalmatrix, the spatial transformation matrix is not orthogonal.

The transformation matrix from frame h to frame i, ihX, isexpressed as :ihX = " hiRT 0�fhrihiR�T hiRT # 2 R6�6: (13)B. Spatial QuantitiesThe most of the spatial quantities inluding the spatialveloity, aeleration and the spatial fore, an be iterativelyalulated. To arry out the iterative alulation, two ap-proahes an be found whih are dependent on the diretionof the iteration.In the �rst approah, the kinemati quantities suh as theveloity and the aeleration are omputed by outward reur-sion from the root link toward the leaves or the end-effetorsand the spatial fore is obtained by inward reursion fromthe leaves toward the root link. It is here termed the forwardhain approah.In the seond approah, the diretion of the reursive al-ulation is opposed to the �rst one, suh that the kinematiquantities are omputed by inward reursion and the spatialfore is obtained by outward reursion. It is here termed theinverted hain approah.1) Forward Chain Approah: In the forward hain ap-proah, the spatial veloity of link i is omputed by thespatial veloity of its parent link and its joint veloity as:vi = hiXTvh + Si _�i; (v0 = v0) : (14)The spatial aeleration an be alulated similarly in thefollowing form :ai = hiXT ah + vi b�Si _�i + Si ��i; (a0 = a0) : (15)where b� denotes the spatial ross-produt operator assoi-ated with a spatial vetor haT ; bT iT de�ned as :� ab � b� = " eb ea0 eb # 2 R6�6:The iterative alulation for the total spatial fore ated onthe link h is de�ned as :fh = f�h + hiXf i ; (fn = f�n) ; (16)where f�i = I iai + vi b�Iivi : (17)I i is the spatial inertia matrix of link i in frame i expressedas : I i = iiXIi iiXT ;where I i is a symmetri positive de�nite matrix. The integralof eq. (17) represents the spatial momentum of link h andthe omposite momentum of link h an be derived as :Lh = Ihvh + hiXLi ; (Ln = Invn) : (18)The omposite rigid-body inertia of link h, ICh , is thesummation of inertia matries of link h and its hildren links[8℄: ICh = Ih + hiXICi hiXT ; (ICn = In) : (19)
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End-EffectorFig. 2: Notation RepresentationNote that the veloity and the aeleration of root link arenon-zero values sine our main fous is on the free-�yingor free-�oating spae robots. We assume that those valuesare measurable or an be estimated.2) Inverted Chain Approah: In the inverted hain ap-proah, the transformation matrix, ihX, is used to obtaineah spatial quantities.The spatial veloity is expressed as :vh = ihXT �vi � Si _�i� ; (vn = vn) : (20)The spatial aeleration is desribed as :ah = ihXT �ai � vi b�Si _�i � Si ��i� ; (an = an) :(21)The spatial fore is derived as :f i = f�i + ihXfh ; (f 0 = f�0) : (22)Under same onditions, the results of the forward hainapproah and the inverted hain approah are onsistent.V. RECURSIVE COMPUTATION OF THE GENERALIZEDJACOBIAN MATRIXThis setion presents ef�ient reursive alulations forthe generalized Jaobian matries introdued in (3) and (5).We introdue here the reursive algorithms in the frameworkof the spatial notation. Yokokohji proposed the reursivealulation for the generalized Jaobian matrix in [7℄. Byusing the spatial notation, however, the reursive alulationsan be improved to simpler and faster methods than oneproposed in [7℄.A. Generalized Jaobian for the BaseIn the reursive expression, the total linear and angularmomentum around the origin of frame 0 is expressed fromeqs. (14) and (18) as follows :L0 = nXk=0 0kXIkvk= I0v0 + nXk=1 h0kXIk �0kXTv0 + Sk _�k�i : (23)From eq. (23), the veloity of the base an be expressed asa funtion of the veloity of the joint as :v0 = ��IC0 ��1 nXk=1 0kXICk Sk _�k + �IC0 ��1 L0 ; (24)

where IC0 and ICk denote omposite rigid-body inertia matrixfor the base and for link k omputed by (19), respetively.The oef�ient of the �rst term on the righthand sideorresponds to the generalized Jaobian for the base (link0) in the frame 0 :0J�b = ��IC0 ��1Xk 0kXT ICk Sk : (25)Transformed into the inertial frame, eq. (25) equals to theexpression (3) : J�b = I0X 0J�b : (26)B. Generalized Jaobian for the End-EffetorOne 0J�b is obtained, the generalized Jaobian matrixfor the end-effetor is straightforwardly derived. The spatialveloity of the end-effetor an be expressed by :ve = neXTvn; (27)where vn is the veloity of the last link and is obtainedfrom eq. (14). By substituting (24) into (27), the generalizedJaobian matrix for the end-effetor in the end-effetor framee an be derived as :eJ�m = nXk=1�keXTSk � 0eXT �IC0 ��1 ICk Sk� (28)Consequently, the generalized Jaobian matrix in theinertial frame, (5), an be obtained as follows :J�m = IeXeJ�m: (29)VI. EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS FOR OPERATIONAL SPACEFORMULATIONThis setion desribes reursive algorithms for the opera-tional spae dynamis, eq. (8). We reall here the operationalspae dynamis :�e�xe + �e = Fe ; � Fb� � = JTe Fe : (30)A main fous is to develop omputational ef�ient algo-rithms for �e and �e for n-link, p-operational-point branh-ing spae robot system. The derivation of Je is omitted inthis paper sine its algorithm is well-known.The algorithms for �e and �e are developed with theonept of the artiulated body dynamis [5℄, [8℄. Firstly, theoperational spae formulation of a single-serial-arm spaerobot is developed by using the inverted hain approah.Then, the algorithms for the branhing-arms spae robot isdeveloped.A. A Single-Serial-Arm SystemA unique harateristi of the spae robot is that there isno �xed base and the system is invertible in its modeling.Based on this insight, the artiulated-body dynami equationis applied to derive the operational spae dynamis of thespae robot. In the onventional artiulated-body dynamis,the artiulated-body inertia and its assoiated bias fore arealulated inward from the end-effetor to the root. Whenthe system is inverted, the artiulated-body dynamis isalulated outward from the root to the end-effetor. Then,



one an obtain the dynami equation for the operationalspae ef�iently. This approah for the inertia matrix isintrodued as the inertia propagation method in [8℄. Thealgorithm for the inertia matrix is brie�y reviewed here.Then, we make use of the inverted hain approah for theiterative alulation of the bias fore vetor in the operationalspae.1) Operational spae inertia matrix: The artiulated-body inertia is alulated from the base to the end-effetorwith the initial ondition, IA0 = I0:IAi = I i + iIAh ihL ; (i = 0 � � �n) ; (31)where ihL = E6 � SiSTi iIAh�i ;iIAh = ihXIAh ihXT ; �i = STi iIAhSi:E6 denotes the 6� 6 identity matrix.Sine the artiulated-body inertia of end-effetor orre-sponds to the operational spae inertia matrix in the end-effetor frame, the inertia matrix �e desribed in the inertialframe an be derived by the spatial transformation.�e = IeXIAe IeXT : (32)2) Operational spae bias fore vetor: Likely the oper-ational spae inertia matrix, the assoiated bias fore, �e, isalulated in the outward reursive manner. The bias forein the inverted hain approah is alulated as the followingalgorithm with the initial ondition, pA0 = p0:pAi = pi + ipAh � ihLi � iIAhSiSTi ipAh�i ; (33)whereipAh = ihXpAh ; pi = vi b�I ivi ; i = vi b�Si _�i:Sine the operational spae bias fore in the inertial frame,�e, is obtained from the spatial transformation of the biasfore of the end-effetor, pAe , in the end-effetor frame, thebias fore �e is obtained as:�e = IeXpAe + �e � ve �!e03 � ; (34)where the relationship between the spatial aeleration,ai, and the onventional aeleration of a point �xedin a rigid body, �xi, is used here, namely �xi = ai ��(vi �!i)T ;0T3 �T , sine the spatial aeleration, ai, dif-fers from the onventional aeleration of a point �xed ina rigid body, �xi [5℄. The vetor 03 denotes the 3 � 1 zerovetor.B. A Branhing-Arms SystemIn the branhing-arms system, one obtains �rstly theinverse inertia matrix and the bias aeleration in the op-erational spae. In the spae robot, due to the lak of the�xed base, the initial ondition of eah term is de�ned bythe artiulated-body dynamis.A main feature of the operational spae dynamis for thespae robot is that one an formulate the dynamis of arbi-trary operational points, not only the end-effetors in the real

system but also the base-satellite or other ontrolled pointsin operational spae. For instane, if one need to ontrolthe base-satellite and one end-effetor simultaneously, thosetwo points an be determined as operational points. Theproposed algorithm for the inertia matrix is an extensionof the method proposed in [4℄ for the spae robot. Thealgorithm for the bias fore is diret reursive alulationinstead of the alulation of eah term in eq. (10).Note that the artiulated-body dynamis used in thissetion is based on the forward hain approah, namelythe artiulated-body inertia and its bias fore are alulatedfrom the end-effetors to the root. Its diretion is opposedto the approah of the previous subsetion. Therefore, theartiulated-body inertia and the bias fore desribed in thissetion are different from those in the previous subsetion.1) Operational spae inertia matrix: The operationalspae inertia matrix onsists of diagonal matries, �ei;eiand off-diagonal matries, �ei;ej . The inertial quantities�ei;ei desribes the inertia of link i if the fore is appliedto only i-th operational point, and inertial quantities �ei;ejdesribes the ross-oupling inertia matries, whih expressthe dynami in�uene of the i-th operational point due tothe fore of the j-th operational point.1. Inward Reursion: Compute the artiulated-body inertiaof link i in the forward hain approah with initial ondition,IAei = Iei (i = 1 � � � p):IAh = Ih + hi LIAi hiXT ; (35)hi L = hiX  E6 � IAi SiSTi�i ! ; �i = STi IAi Si:2. Outward Reursion: Compute the blok diagonal matri-es with initial ondition, �0;0 = �IA0 ��1:�i;i = SiSTi�i + hii LT�hi;hihii L; (36)3. Outward Reursion: Compute the ross-oupling inertiamatries: �i;j = 8<:hii LT�Tj;hi if j = h�i;hjhjj L if i = h (37)4. Spatial Transformation: Compute the inverse inertiamatries in the inertial frame:��1ei;ej = IeiX �ei;ej IejXT (38)5. Matrix Inversion: Compute the operational spae inertiamatrix, �e, for the spae robot by inverting ��1e .2) Operational spae bias fore vetor: To derive the biasfore vetor in operational spae, the bias aeleration vetorof eah operational point is �rstly derived in the reursivemanner. The multipliation of the operational spae inertiamatrix �e and the derived bias aeleration provides the biasfore.1. Inward Reursion: Compute the bias fore of link i inthe forward hain approah from the operational points tothe root with initial ondition, pAei = pei (i = 1 � � � p):pAh = ph +Xhi pAi + hi LIAi i � hiXIAi SiSTi pAi�i ; (39)



wherehpAi = hiXpAi ; pi = vi b�Iivi ; i = vi b�Si _�i:2. Outward Reursion: Compute the bias aelerationof eah operational point with initial ondition, a0 =�IA0 ��1 pA0 : ai = hiXTah + i + Sibi ; (40)where bi = �STi hIAi �Xhi ah + i�+ pii�i :3. Spatial Transformation: Compute the bias aelerationof eah operational point with respet to the inertial frame:Iaei = IeiXaei (41)4. Matrix Multipliation: Compute the bias fore in theoperational points:�e = �e0BBBB�2664 ...Iaei... 3775� 266664 ...vei �!ei03... 3777751CCCCA ; (i = 0 � � � p) ;(42)where the relationship between the onventional aelerationand the spatial aeleration, �xi = ai��(vi �!i)T ;0T3 �T ,is used.C. Free-Floating Spae RobotIn the previous subsetions, we derive the inertia matrixand the bias fore of eq. (8). In the ase of the free-�oating spae robot, one need to refer to eq. (11). Sinethe operational inertia matrix ���1 +��1b ��1 = �e, thebias fore �e� = �e in eq. (11) and J�m is alulated inSetion V, one need to derive only the matrix �. The inertiamatrix � an be easily obtained by � = ���1e ���1b ��1,where the inertia matrix ��1b an be derived by using theomposite inertia matrix of the base-satellite IC0 .VII. OPERATIONAL SPACE TASKThe operational spae task is illustrated by using theproposed algorithms. The roboti model onsidered herehas total 24 degrees-of-freedom inluding two 7-degrees-of-freedom arms, a 4-degrees-of-freedom torso and a 6-degrees-of-freedom base-satellite.In pratie, the redundany of the system provides thenull-spae motion in the joint spae. To obtain the null spaemotion, the lassial joint spae inverse dynamis is simplyapplied.The null spae motion performs the self-motion inthe joint spae suh as self-ollision avoidane, posturebehavior while the operational spae motion is arried out.Figure 3 shows the motion sequene for target graspingby a haser-robot, onsisting of waiting phase, approahingphase, and grasping phase. In those proesses, the end-effetor of the right hand, the head of the robot and the base-satellite are determined as three operational points. In thesimulation, it is demonstrated that the right arm approahes
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